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Cookstown District Council:
Ardboe, Coagh, Dunnamore, Killycolpy, Killymoon, Lissan,
Moneymore, Oaklands, Pomeroy, Sandholes, Stewartstown,
The Loop.

Magherafelt District Council:
Drapers town, Lecumpher.

Commercial and industrial areas in the Cookstown District
Council wards of Gortalowry, New Buildings, Oldtown and
Tullagh will also be affected by night time restrictions.

In all these areas there will be a progressive shutdown of
supplies from 7.00 pm and supplies will be restored progressively
from 7.00 am daily.

ROTATIONAL RESTRICTIONS
In the Cookstown District Council wards of Gortalowry, New

Buildings, Oldtown and Tullagh water to residential areas will
be turned off for 8 hours each day. Consumers to be affected shall
be notified in advance of the times they will be without mains
supply. Notification will be by the Water Executive's mobile
public address system.

ADVICE AND INFORMATION
Further details and advice may be obtained by contacting the

Water Executive District office at Cookstown 62989 during
normal working hours or Ballymena 6S36S5 outside working
hours.

Other adjacent parts of the area may experience a loss of water
or low pressure for short periods. On resumption of the supply
the water may be coloured but this should soon clear.

Please ensure that all taps are properly closed down during the
restrictions to avoid the possibility of damage to property as well
as a serious waste of water. Domestic appliances which operate
from a direct mains supply should not be used during periods of
restriction.

CONTINUED NEED FOR ECONOMY
The Department regrets the inconvenience caused to their

consumers, but once again appeals to everyone to help as much
as possible to reduce demand over this critical period. Careful
use of cold water storage tank supply should significantly reduce
inconvenience.

J. T. Hasten, Divisional Water Manager.
Dated: 9th August, 1995.

Hansard

The Official Verbatim Report of
Parliamentary Proceedings

Hansard reflects opinion on all topics of the day and is
of great interest to the business or professional man. In
addition to a factual word-for-word transcription of
speeches in debate, it contains the answers to all
Parliamentary Questions, complete Division Lists, and
following each session details of the composition of
the House. Proceedings, up to 10 pm each day are
reported in the issue published the following morning.
A Weekly Edition is also published, and bound volumes
are issued periodically during the session. Standing
Orders can be accepted, if a suitable deposit is sent, for
debates on definite subjects.

SUBSCRIPTION RATE
House of Commons

£1020.00
DAILY PARTS

Annual

House of Lords

£585.00

WEEKLY HANSARD
£630.00 Annual £295.00
£96.00 Index only £62.00

(Published
Fortnightly)

Index to the House of Commons Debates per volume
£7.50

All subscription rates are inclusive of postage.

Available from:
HMSO Publications Centre,

51 Nine Elms Lane, London SW8 5DR

THE STATUTES REVISED, NORTHERN IRELAND (Second edition)

The second edition sets out in 13 volumes the text of the following public general legislation in amended form (as at 31st
March, 1981), in so far as it affects Northern Ireland:

(a) Acts of the Parliaments of England, Ireland, Great Britain and the United Kingdom passed before 1921;

(b) Acts of the Northern Ireland Parliament and Measures of the Northern Ireland Assembly;

(c) Orders in council under the Northern Ireland Act 1974 (and the Northern Ireland (Temporary Provisions) Act 1972).

ISBN 0 337 23364 0 £750.00

A CUMULATIVE SUPPLEMENT to the edition is published annually. The most recent supplement sets out the law as at 31 st
December, 1992.

ISBN 0 337 23585 6

Available from:

HMSO Bookshop
16 Arthur Street, Belfast BT1 4GD
Telephone: (01232)238451


